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ON FOUNDATIONS FOR NEW
OFFSHORE WIND FARMS

DIS delivers electrical design for the
foundations for Vattenfall’s new
offshore wind farms.
Denmark was the first country in the
world to build offshore wind farms, and
development has grown significantly since
the first installation in 1991. DIS will provide
the electrical design for 113 foundations for
the energy company Vattenfall’s next three
offshore wind farms in Denmark; Vesterhav
Nord and Vesterhav Syd in the North Sea,
and Kriegers Flak in the Baltic Sea.
- We see DIS as highly competent within
electrical systems. They have demonstrated
that they know what they are doing on
previous projects. So when Vattenfall had
to evaluate the offers received from five
different consulting companies, who all
have existing framework agreements with
Vattenfall, it was not difficult to award DIS
with a high score in qualifications and
reference projects, says Nilas Mandrup
Hansen, Civil Design Manager at Vattenfall.
A complete electrical design
For the electrical design for the foundations,
the electrical and automation department
at DIS has developed panel design and
specifications, cable lists and complete
electrical schematic and wiring diagrams.
Illumination analysis, to ensure compliance
with applicable standards and regulations.
Lightning report of LPZ-zones of the design.
Design and specification of overvoltage
protection. Short-circuit calculations, cable
routing and cable cross section drawings
as well as earthing and bonding design.

Concurrently, the mechanical department
has been responsible for the design of
mounting brackets, 3D design of electrical
panels as well as installation layouts for plug
connections, and finally DIS has made the
layout drawings of the electrical equipment
installed in the foundations.
- We have experienced a very successful
collaboration. We did not feel we worked
with an external partner on this task. This
was largely due to the close cooperation
between Vattenfall’s Electrical Design
Manager and the DIS project organization,
who performed the tasks. DIS understood
how major projects are run and that as
a consultant you must be very flexible when
planning tasks. Despite changes to both
schedules and the design assumptions,
DIS demonstrated great professionalism in
terms of quality and project management,
concludes Nilas Mandrup Hansen.
The three new offshore wind farms are
expected to be ready for operation in 2020.
They will be among the largest offshore
wind farms in Denmark and will have the
capacity to deliver sustainable electricity to
approx. 980.000 Danish households.
DIS also provided Vattenfall with information
and calculations for the tender materials
when Vattenfall submitted and subsequently
won the project for the three offshore wind
farms.
About Vattenfall
Vattenfall is a leading European energy
company, that for more than 100 years has
electrified industries and supplied energy

to people’s homes. Vattenfall want to
make fossil-free living possible within one
generation by investments in sustainable
energy systems and through growth in the
production of renewable and climate-smart
energy solutions. There are approx. 20.000
employees (including 250 in Denmark)
operating in Sweden, Germany, the
Netherlands, Denmark, the UK, France and
Finland. Vattenfall is owned by the Swedish
state and is Denmark’s largest developer of
onshore and offshore wind power projects.
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FETTE COMPACTING GETS COMPLEX
E³-DESIGN ASSISTANCE
Fette Compacting is a technology and world-market
leader in the area of machinery for industrial tablet
and capsule production. When the company needed to
relieve their internal electrical engineering department
for a limited period of time, they contacted DIS’ German
subsidiary CREADIS.
In addition to reviewing and proofing master plans and
preparing production and customer plans, CREADIS also took
over the programming of a script for creating an I/O table as
well as the building and expansion of symbol databases for the
development of interconnecting plans.
The task of preparing the P&ID plans, i.e. flowcharts of
pipelines and instruments for the master projects, proved to
be a challenge. The electrical engineer was required to have
additional specialist knowledge of construction and process
engineering. In addition, it was necessary to have a thorough
knowledge of the customer’s machines including all the work
processes.
Therefore, CREADIS had to thoroughly learn the entire
manufacturing process and all the relevant standards to be
able to make the necessary adjustments of the E³-database, to
update the relevant components of the master projects and
to prepare plans in close and regular cooperation with the
responsible employees from Fette Compacting. Due to excellent
cooperation and respectful and focused dialogues between
all the involved parties, successful solutions were found and
implemented.

Heinrich Behrmann, Head of Electrical Design at Fette
Compacting was pleased with the cooperation:
- It was a good decision to get CREADIS on board to assist us.
We simply did not have the resources to process some specific
projects. By bringing in CREADIS, we saved a lot of time and
on top of it we received high quality and great professional
knowledge. The cooperation was profitable and provided us
with some fresh inputs.

About Fette Compacting
Fette Compacting is the world-marked leading provider
of integrated solutions for the entire process of industrial
tablet production. Since 2016 the world-leading technology
company has supplemented the product portfolio with highefficiency capsule filling machines. The company is specialized
in high-efficiency machines for the pharmaceutical industry.
For more than 100 years, the traditional company has made
it possible to produce safely, efficiently and profitably with
effective solutions.
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About The Army Painter
The Army Painter was founded in 2007 and produce high
quality war paint and items for wargaming miniatures. The
company has approx. 30 employees and has production and
a warehouse in Hørning by Aarhus and a sales office near
Copenhagen.

DIS DELIVERY OF MACHINE RESULTS
IN A DISNEY ORDER
The Army Painter’s new custom-made machine
efficiently enhances the production of small paint
bottles and provides new global sales opportunities.
To be able to respond to market demands and to increase
competitiveness, The Army Painter needed to streamline
production processes.
The company supplies small paint bottles for the gaming and
hobby industry, and up until the cooperation with DIS started,
the paint filling and labelling was done manually. The Army
Painter needed a more innovative and scalable solution and
got in touch with DIS’ department for custom-made equipment
and machinery, which since has been a partner all the way from
analysis, consultation and design to production, installation,
commissioning and maintenance training.
Production efficiency
For this engineering development task DIS delivered a custommade machine consisting of standard units combined with
special equipment, which fully automated fills the paint in 150
different colors and viscosities into two different sized bottles.
Before the machine was installed, five operators produced the
required items, now the production line operated by one person
produces 11.000 finished items per shift. The fully automated

machine handles many different batches and colors daily, which
results in many shifts.
New customers and opportunities
The development of a brand-new custom-made machine is
a complex task, and the new technology also posed some
challenges during the start-up phase and the commissioning of
the machine.
- Our production has become much more efficient, but the
complexity of the new machine was greater than expected,
and the first year we learned a lot, while it was also a difficult
time. But throughout the project we have experienced a good
cooperation and great willingness from DIS, to solve the
challenges and in hindsight, it has definitely been worth it all. We
have received several interesting inquiries, and now we deliver
paint to Disney for their pre-packaged kits for some of their
famous games – a task we would not have been able to take on
before, says Bo Penstoft, CEO at The Army Painter.
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LATEST NEWS
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EIGHTH GAZELLE AWARD FOR DIS
For the eighth time DIS has been awarded as a Gazelle company –
a great acknowledgement of DIS as a company and something we are
very proud of. In 2003, DIS won the Gazelle award and came in first, of
all the fast-growing companies in East Jutland and DIS has subsequently
been awarded as a Gazelle company in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2016,
2017 and now also in 2018.

DIS Esbjerg has moved into new premises
The DIS department in Esbjerg has moved into a large office
space in the new office building, House of Offshore Innovation,
at Esbjerg harbor. With DIS’ increased focus on the offshore
industry, we are pleased to have moved close to the offshore
environment in Esbjerg. Our new address is: Kanalen 1, 6700
Esbjerg.

ON THE VERGE OF “WIND TURBINE 3.0”
Anders Søe-Jensen, former executive manager at both
Vestas and GE offshore and current CEO at Bladena
provides his predictions on how the wind turbine
industry will develop at an event for the wind industry
organized by CREADIS in Hamburg.

long are produced using virtually the same principles as in
the very beginning of wind turbine history. New technological
and simple solutions are coming. They will bring stronger and
lighter blades – at a lower cost. Similar solutions are under way
for other wind turbine components.

Other ordinary industries have reached the 4th generation of
development, called Industry 4.0.

- I believe that within a few years we will experience an amazing
development in the wind turbine industry, just like we have
seen in almost all other industries. We will get good stable
turbines producing green energy for all of us, concludes
Anders Søe-Jensen.

- The wind turbine industry is heading towards the 3rd
generation, which could be called “wind turbine 3.0”. This future
development will provide good opportunities and challenges
for the entire industry, says Anders Søe-Jensen.
Goal: The use of wind power must be profitable. Return on
investments must be able to compete with sun power, coal and
oil, and a stable operation with low maintenance costs must be
ensured for the wind turbine owners.
Compared to the automotive industry’s development, you can
get the impression of what it takes to win the race on the most
profitable way to produce power. Two main aspects:
Standardization: In the automotive industry you find a large
part of shared components across competitors. This will also
be the case in the wind turbine industry in order to reduce cost
and ensure stability.
New technical solutions: Today, blades over 100 meters
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ROBOT CELLS GET NEW VISION SYSTEMS
In the injection molding and assembly area at the
plastic pipe manufacturer Wavin, three of their
robot cells get new vision systems.
At Wavin, a supplier of plastic piping systems for the water, waste
water and plumbing industry in Europe, the vision systems had
to be updated and streamlined on three of their robot cells in
the injection molding and the assembly departments, so that
the different visions systems of the machines among other
would have a similar interface.
For the update of the three robot cells, DIS assisted with
selecting and replacing hardware, designing new vision
software, and designing a shared interface for the three vision
systems, despite the diversity of the systems.
Two of the robot cells had the hardware, software and interface
upgraded and are now able to do a complete 3D scanning of the
entire surface in a moment. From the 3D information, an item
is located, and the coordinates are sent to the robot to grab
the item. The third robot cell kept the up-to-date hardware, but
had the software and interface replaced.
3D vision made user-friendly
A large part of the interface is about getting to know new items,
where a simple and uniform procedure has been developed
for this purpose.

In the future, Wavin wish to be able to move hard-to-handle
items to one of the three machines. This indicates an upcoming
upgrade, where the option of any number of alternative
grabbing points must be learned, so even these items will be
able to be grabbed one way or another. So far, hard-to-handle
items have only been handled manually.
- We have worked with DIS several times over the past 10 years,
and once again it has been a good cooperation. We chose DIS
for this task based on their strong knowledge within vision, and
because DIS had the necessary test facilities required for the
task. It is exciting to work with vision systems, but also quite
complex, it is a technology that progresses constantly, so
although the way we made the system has already evolved, our
set up is how we want it to be, says Jesper Bjerre.

About Wavin
Wavin Denmark was founded in 1957 and is today part of
the Mexichem Group. Worldwide Wavin employs approx.
5.000 employees where about 350 are based in
Denmark. The company produces plastic pipe systems
and connections for the water, waste water and plumbing
industry.

- For the machine to learn about a new item it only takes a
CAD-file, where the robot’s grabbing point is marked as well
as a setting of 4-5 parameters that can be left in the default
setting. The vision system handles everything else and makes
sure to direct the robot to the grabbing point, unless the item
is positioned in a way that makes it impossible to grab. In this
case, it is possible to learn an alternative grabbing point simply
by creating another CAD-file where the alternative grabbing
point is marked, explains Jesper Bjerre, Project Manager at
Wavin.
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NEW EMPLOYEES
Since September we have welcomed several new employees.

Andi Degn
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Andreas Just Rønning
Intern,
HW/SW, Copenhagen

Andreas Sig Pedersen
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Anita Ørskov Larsen
Student Assistant,
QMS, Aarhus

Cristina Ioana Smeu
Junior Project Manager,
Aarhus

Daniel Alkjær
Christiansen
Intern,
Mechanics, Copenhagen

Dawid Czaplak
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Ewelina Majewska
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Francesc Bonjoch
Freginals
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Barcelona

Frederik Agesen
Student Assistant,
E&A, Aarhus

Henrik Møller
Nielsen

Henrik Poulsen
Business Developer,
Copenhagen

Ignacio Manuel
Alfonzo Prieto
Project Engineer,
E&A, Barcelona

Isabel Alina Simone
Reuther

Jacob Thomsen Juhl
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Kolding

Jacobo Sanchez
Herrera
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Barcelona

Jakob Thastum
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Jakub Bednarek
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

John Skou Hansen
Senior Engineer,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Jolanta Zak
Chief Accountant,
Krakow

Kaja Piotrowska
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Kasper Berg Nørbæk
Junior Project Manager,
Aarhus

Lasse Damgaard
Hasselstrøm
Project Manager,
Aarhus

Łukasz Sobol
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Maciej Rejmicz
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Marco Rauch
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Nürnberg

Mariusz Machaj
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Martin Smilowski
Intern,
Mechanics, Krakow

Mathias Jessen
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Mikael Refsgaard
Senior Engineer,
Asset Management,
Aarhus

Nanna Middelhede
Smed

Nieves Molero
Jimenez

Pedro Olalde Arce

Peter Lykkegaard
Asveg

Philipp Zingel
Junior Project Manager,
Nürnberg

Piotr Lamczyk
Junior Accountant,
Krakow

Poul Blichfeldt
Senior Project Manager,
Copenhagen

Radosław Filip
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Rune Ryberg
Thygesen

Sebastian Augustin

Sofie Gunhøj Frank
Mikkelsen

Tadeusz Straczek
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Tomasz Sowa
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Senior Engineer,
Mechanics, Barcelona

Simon Wilde

Project Engineer, HW/SW,
Nürnberg

Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Copenhagen

Project Engineer, HW/SW,
Aarhus

Senior Engineer,
Asset Management, Aarhus

Student Assistant,
Administration, Nürnberg

Project Engineer,
Asset Management, Aarhus

Project Engineer, E&A,
Barcelona

Sales Manager, Dortmund

Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Kolding

Based on the number of employees DIS/CREADIS has grown by 5.71 percent since September.

Denmark | Germany | Poland | Spain | Ukraine | United Kingdom | USA
DIS is a R&D company providing consultancy and engineering services as well as turn-key
solutions to the industry. DIS is represented in Denmark, Germany, Poland, Spain, Ukraine,
United Kingdom and USA, has a total of 18 departments worldwide and employs more than
500 engineers. In Denmark, the name is DIS and internationally the name is CREADIS. Since the
foundation in 1997 DIS has experienced a stable growth and a healthy economy.
www.d-i-s.dk.

